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KECK CALLS FOR CONFERENCES
News Staff Pla11s Seminars
For College Journalists
A series of seminars on journalism, to be given by the
members of the News staff, is being planned for early next
se111L•ster, Associate lfalitor "'illiam Keck announced early
this week.
All stuilents attending any college in the tri-state area
a.nd actively working on their college newspaper staff al'e
invited to the seminars, which will be held in February
and March. The subject of the discussions wil1 be both
technical and non-technical problem comments to all college journalists.
"THE BEST college weekly in
the state," Keck explained,
"should take a leading role in
p1·omoting first - rate collegiate
journalism and in fostering intercollegiate cooperation. I consider
it the New~· duty to do so, and
that is why I am working to or·&anizc these seminars."
"The Xavier News." he added,
•particularly disting-uished itself
last year as a lea<ler among col·
lege newspapers." Al the annual
convention of the Ohin College
Newspaper Association the News
recefred an unprecedented four
first place awards. including the
troiinY-for"'tue~t cnnege weekly
N e w s p a p e r in Ohio." Other
awuds inclnded first place for
best news story to Editor-in·
Chief Hugh Gar11inPr, first place
for hest e<litorial to Executive
E d I to r and former Editor-inC:hlef Robert Ryan, first place
for hest picture story also to
Ryan, and hnnorable mention for
l1est editorial to George Helmholtz.
Individual staff members have
received still other awards during the pa:;t year and a half.

Then Editor-in-Chief Ryan last
yea1· received the United States
Citizens Committee Certificate of
Merit, and also the Lumberman's
Mutual I n s u ran c e Company
Traffic Safety award :for best
traffic. safety campaign. Managing Editor David Cook has been
awarded this year's Baumgartner
award for all-around excellence
in journalistic prose.
"The News has already proven
its own excellence," Keck continued. "Now it's our turn to assist staff members on other nearby campuses., with their prob·
lems .. Arter . ail, a quality... c~l~-- . ~
legiate press is an asset to the
school, to the community, and to
neighboring schools,
"But that's only part of why
I think the News staff shouid
organize and hold this series. I
think cooperation and understand.!ng among college newspa•
pers can be almost as valuable
and important as the actual quality of the papers themselves.
And, who knows? This meeting
could be the first step towards
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organizing a tri-state e o 11 e g e
newspaper union for the future ..
"In fact, it would help toward
accomplL'>hing the alms or the
Area Student Council, intercol·
legiate cooperation. With precisely that In mind, journalists
from th o s e schools - UC, the
Mount, OLC, Villa Ma d on 11 a.
Dayton, M i a m i, \\'estern, and

Wittenberr - are especially invited.
"Besides for the News to take
the lead-with these seminarswould further enhance t'he prestige that Xavier gained throughout the state last year from the
News," Keck added.
Editor-in-chief Gardiner was
also en thus i as tic about the

(See page two)
planned sel'ies. "I have long advocated real cooperation amonl
college publications," he said. He
also speculated that the seminar•
could have some connection witll
the Ohio College Newspaper As•
sociation Southwest regional
meeting, tentatively planned for
early next semester.

Freedom, Meditation, And The Path Of Man
By THOMAS G. MAGNER
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Keeping in mind the hope--so necessary to anyone
proposing to make sweeping statements about contingent matter-that he not be too seriously wrong-headed,
I would characterize our time by its drift toward freedom and by the poor quality o:f its meditation.
There is a connection of reciprocal importance between freedom and meditation. Each one is under the
influence of the other, To trace that connection in an
illuminating fashion is a burdensome task, for freedom
and meditation are staggering objects of thought. Certainly my own thinking follows a circuitous path which
unfortunately leaves evet·ything incomplete
ttrnN EVERYWHERE desire to be free. This is a true
statement deserving to be looked at soberly. We ought
to ask what are the roots of this universal desire? What
is freedom, what are its kinds, how can it be achieved?
Proponents of freedom often emote over it in ways calculated to appeal to the sanguine and choleric elements
in human make-up. 1'his partially tends to take freedom
out of its normal em•il'Onment of intelligence, the intelligence of the human substance, and to tum this
desire to a profit of resfricted aims and to enslave the
desire for freedom with tints and shades of giddiness
and vengeance. Reasoning on this subject will be better
balanced, more intelligent and rational, if man's phlegmatic and melancholic aspects are likewise heeded, for
they too participate in the desire for freedom and have
a role to play in freedom"s structure.
All of us are familiar with freedom of choice. Cholee
hears on means. \Ve choose one set of means rathP-r
than another to aehieve an Intended end or soal. Our
act clearly has necessity: what we are freely dolns we
at the same time necessarily do. Our freedom lies In
&he faet &hat the necessity Iii from ourselves, without
any prior necessltJ requh'inc the meana actually ehosen
rather than some other means. Now ehoice Is taken up
a. be eoDBumed. We choose ao aa &o be done with choice
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A new series of articles concerning the destiny of contemporary man starts in today's issue of The News. The
series, entitled "Where Are We Going?" is a News
Exclusive, and has been several months in planning.
The editors have attempted to acquire the services of
prominent authorities throughout the grzater Cincinnati
area, on several important aspects of mode·rn man's lif<!,
The first installment features Mr. Thomas G. Magner,
professor of philosophy at Xavier.
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and throu«h the use or chosen means to rain and enjo,.
an end. II means are the terrain to which· freedom of
eholce is Indigenous, ends are the nath1P. land or an•
other freedom, variously ealled: spontaneity, autonomy,
exultation.
A clarifying embodiment of these notions can be
drawn from the sphet'e of courtship and marriage. Typically there are the free choices to marry, and to mal'ry
this person, and determine cetiain attendant circumstances. Anyone inclined to doubt the efficiency ot
human volitional life can learn a lesson here, for this
chain of decisions by an almost iron law of natm·e leads
to being wed, which definitely marks an ending ol the
openness to choice which characterizes courtship. But
of course the newlyweds do not repine over theit' lost
freedom, because now they begin a new life of intimate
and unfettered fl'iendship whose modes of communication are the operations of all their powers and whose
limits are the limits of the human substance itself.
This is the freedom for which they have spent their
choice. This is spontaneity, autonomy, exultation.
H a man is put into prison, this is a punishment, and
he is said to have lost his freedom. How exactly is he
fettered? Throughout history there has been a custom,
even now not totally extinct, of punishing a man by
:fettering his being in its physical structure. This has
been accomplished by plucking out eyes, cuttin& o&I

hands and similar cruelties. Normally in civilized societies freedom is lost by incarceration in an environment which sha1·ply delimits the suitable objects of
opet·ation, thus immediately affecting the operation.
The prisoner is not told that he must not look and see,
eat, talk, walk. He may do all these things, but every•
where his ope1·ation meets with a monotonous drabness.
The life or exultation is a life In an environment or
ends. It h unfetteredness In beinl' and operation ia
relation to operation's suitable ob.teet. It ls not insuper•
ably difficult or tedious to clve a rough, worklns
description of some of the major forms of autonom,..
One has economic freedom when he has command over
transferable roods and services aceording to his reason•
inc taste. He has moral freedom to the extent that be
Is unhnpeded (by temptation and sin) In treating him•
self and neighbor as ends-and God as Supreme End.
He has political freedom when the eausality which bean
Intelligibility into the leral structures of the state le
not fully traced out before it leads to him. (It ls readUF
cranted that amonl' a free people man,. are abdlcaton
and continue as obJeets of freedom rather than as sub•
jects of freedom.) Probaby these deseriptions sufficientlr
Indicate In the fashion of rough sketches how we mil'ht
approach physical, mental. lntelleetual, and rellclo•
freedom.
I have admitted that the path between freedom ancl
meditation is for me circuitous. While the exigencie1
of science may not require it, my own thinking'1
p1·og·ress demands what has every appeat·ance of a
lengthy digression at this point.
We are in what man,. writers without any apparent
eense of audaelt1' eharaeterlae as a post-Christian al'•
How ean &his be when the phureh nourishes, secure ia
doctrine, dlselpline, and a vast body of faithful com•
munlcanta who find in the C:hurch the sure way &e
&heir uHbnate salvation! The Chureh elalms the rirht
to covern men, to establish &hem presently in coodnese,
(Continued on pare elchO
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e

Increased emphasis on fhe
res1)onsibility of the individual
atudent t11rou11h the wise aclmintstration oJ the principle of sub•

•veritas Vos Liberabit"

aidiarity.

llDITOR-IN·Cilll'J'F .••• ,,, •• ,, ••••••••• , •• ,,, ••• ,., •. Hubert J, Gardiner, '81
l'Xf;CUTIVE F.Dl'fOR •.....•...•.•...•..•.•• ,,.,., .Robert A. Ryan. Jr., '65
.\SS I STANT TO TUE EXECUTIVE EDITOR .• , ••••••••••••• Donna Galvin, '87
MANAGING EOJTOU..
. ............ David W. Cook. '115
ASSOCIATE Et>lTORS ........•••••••••• Robut O'Brien, '64; William Keck, •ee
l:VENJNG DlVJSlON EOl'fOIL •••• ,, ••••• , ••••• , •••••••• 'fom Jo~llerbrock, '6T
lJUSl!'ll~SS MANAGER ••••••••• ,••••,, ••••••••••• ,. ••••••••• John letrre. '35
SPORTS EDITOR , ••••• , • , ••••• , • , •• , ••• , •.••. , ••• , • , ••. Terry W•llnee, '86
COLUMNts•rs ••••••••••.•.• , •••.• , .• lerry Stenger, 'Ill; Dick Grupenhotr, •ee
AEPOl!TERS., , , • , .Tohn Schnnl '65; ,John Scinntnrelli, '65: Dill Schlautlecker, '115
John netz '67: Frank 8l1f'pJ>n1'd, '67: Rich Wntkins, 'ft"l;
Rob \\·e~t, '67: Mork Bnrtholomy. 1 ti8; Tom Wood a. '68;
Pntti Uomeo.
BURE.4 US ..... ,., •• , •••• ,,,,, •• , •• ,•.,.,, •• Berlin: Allen Dohnn
Chirngo, Alex P. MacGregor, Jr.
Washington: .Alnn C. Vonderhaar
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPH~:R.,, •• ,,, ,., • , , , , , • , • , ••.•.• , , •••• , ,Jerr:v Wolter '117
Cll~CUl,A'l'lON DlllEC'1'01t ••••••••• ,, •••• ,., •••••.••.•.••••• I>nvc Loni:, '65
J'ACUL'.l'Y ADVISOR .....••• , ••• ,., ••• ,,.,,.,, •• Rev. Thomu G. Snvage, S.J.

e

Improvement oJ library

re-

aearch facilitiea.

e

Reduction of aundry cost1
io students through the eq11itabl•

administration oj student serutces,

e

More emphasis on scholarahip by the addition of mea11ino
to the Dean's List, heretofore •
aomew11at empty honor.

e Increased 'DO'l'ticipation ha
ex t r a - curricular p r o g r a m •
tllrough the arousal of in!eresc
bl/· student leaders.

Puhlished weekly during the ochool year ncept during vncnt.ion period• bJ'
X•~icr University, Ilnmilton County, Evnn•ton. Cincinnnti 7, Ohio. $2.00 per year.
Entered ns •econ<l clns• mntter October 4, 1946 at the Poat Ollice at Cincinnati.
Ohio under the .Act ol March 3, 1879.

e

Elimination of duplicati0111,
vastcd motion, discoordination.
and aeneral confusion in registration through general reform

of the system.

e
it1g

Expansion of campus par1c-

facilities.

e

Peace On Earth'!

By BOB RYAN

News Executive Editor

Continuation of the fac11lt11
etJaluation program through voluntar11 participation.

THE ANONYMOUS VOICE OF REASON BOOMED across camJ>Us this week in a fit of Thomistic clarity. Bulletin boards, wash-

rooms, and Dr. Carroll's tree all contained the hectographed recipe
for seasonal comfort:

Christmas Not To Be D·enied

WHETHER SANTA CLAUS EXISTS

We thus proceed to the third article: It seems that Santa Claus
does not exist.
OBJECTION 1: Presents may be given ·by the good elves and so
thel'e is no need for Santa Claus.
OBJECTION 2: If Santa Claus existed, there would be no chimneys too narrow for him. But there are chimneys too narrow for
him, and sometimes none at all. So Santa Claus does not exist.
ON THE CONTRARY, Kay Starr says: "I saw Mommy kissing
Santa Claus." I answer that the existence of Santa Claus can be
proved m five ways.

The first and most manifest way is the argument from Christmf.s
trees. It is certain and evident to our senses that some things in this
world are Christmas trees. Now no fir becomes a Christmas tree
t1nless i~ is trimmed. But to be trimmed means that one receives an
crnament. And since one cannot go to infinity in the passing on of
Christmas tree ornaments, there first must be an Untrimmed Trimmer, and this everyone understands to be Santa Claus.
The second way is from the notion of Christmas presents. In this
world we find the giving of Christmas presents. Now he who gives
Christmas presents either got them from someone else Ol' made them
in his workshop. And since if no one makes Christmas presents in
his workshop there won't be any giving of Christmas presents, there
must exist a first giver of Christmas presents, to which everyone
gives the name of Santa Claus.
The third way is from the plastic Images o! Santa Claus. At Polk
l3rothers we fee plastic things which represent Santa Claus. Now
these things are representative either because of Santa Claus or
bcause o! other images of Santa Claus. But these can be no infinite
regress in representation, so there must be something which is like
Santa Claus because it is Santa Claus.
The fourth way is taken from the degrees of Christmas spirit.
We see that people in this world have more or less Christmas spirit.
But more or less can be said only in reference to a most. So there
must be someone who has the most Christmas spirit, and this person we call Santa Claus.
The fifth way is from the conduct of children. As Christmas approaches, we see children-who lack intelligence-acting for an end,
which is shown by their always acting good, or almost always. But
ehildren would not be good for Christmas unless someone insured
that they were good. This someone is known by everyone to be Santa
(:Jaus.
REPLY OBJECTION 1: Since the good elves got the presents,
lhey got them 1rom someone else.
REPLY OBJECTION 2: It is not impossible that Santa Claua
•e the front door like everyone else.
, l'he only thin1 that's left unsettled is whether there is a Virginia.
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The glowing f e a t s and holidays of
Christmas loom ahead like beacons in a
storm. There's something so ''ery refreshing and reassuring about these December
days that it's difficult to put into words.
They bring a spirit of kindness, friendship
and love to the fore, and make the world
somehow less drab, matter-of-fact and
grasping.
To watch a child in wild-eyed wonder
at the glitter and promise of good things,
makes al1 the fuss and preparation we
make a thousand times worthwhile. To
hear the traditional carols, though they be
blared in bustling business districts, enkindles a great feeling of good will and
cheer. To feel the expansive amicability
which is so infectious during the most human and heart-warming weeks of the year,
force into the background the muddling
state of affairs in the world.
This is the triumph of Christmas. It is
of such wonderful and reascending nature that it shines through the very real
and often menacing vagaries of the state
of human affairs. Surely it does not efface them, but it reminds us in a very
touching way that there is something
above and beyond all of this exasperating
and often seemingly irremediable impasses
that plagtJe humankind.
It can certainly be observed in this troubled world. The savagery being perpe•
trated in Vietnam; the senseless slayiugs
of Priests and Sisters in Africa; the teeming thousands who would sacrifice anything-even life to escape dictatorship behind the Iron Curtain; tbe brutal butchering of chiJdren at the Berlin Wall; even
the internal strife existing in our own
country make it a wonder that Christmas
survives.
Yet Christmas will not be denied. In yeeteryear, Christmas, that m01·e than a symbol of the rich full life Christianity offers,
has shone through such crises as the 19th
century anti-clericalism the French Revolution, the war-torn 16th Century, and
the stirring days of the Maid of Orleans.
Recall how the crusaders returned to the
land of the Nativity after it was conque1·ed
by the Moslems to open it to the pilgrimage of Christians to whom the land of
Christ's birth was holy. Christmas juts out
through all of an often pitiful and dark
history.
Christmas has stood the test of time, the
f)nly. proof that Is sure. Grave as the trou•Iu an tbroughout tb• world, *be cele-

bration of the feast of the birth of Christ
will shine through. It burns through the

pomp and pageantry which have come in
many quarters to be identified as Christ.mas in the United States. The poignancy
of Christ's birth is as soul tingling as the
brutality of His death is flesh creeping. In
being born, He gave life not only to Himself, but to all mankind.
·
Thank God for Christmas.

One Final Request ....
We're sick of H.
\Ve're sick of reading the police reports,
checking the hospital records, photograph·.
ing the steel tombs, approaching the grieving families for portraits. We're sick of
writing the obituaries.
But the statisticians infer that we'll
probably be involved in the same sickening routine when our next deadline rolls
around Janua1·y 4.
Nineteen-hundred Americans will stain

the nation's highways with their last drops
of blood during the next 15 days. Scores '
of vacationing collegian& will be among !
them.
,
It you plan to mix whiskey, speed, and
gasoline during the next two weeks, drop .
off your picture at the News office before
you leave for the holidays.

That'll save· m1 a Jot of trouble. We'll.
alve 1ou a ~ aendoff.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, FllDAY, DECEMBER 11, 19'4

Letters to the Editor
'Knows Difference Between Editorial
And Column, But Doesn't Care!'
'l'O THE EDITOR OF TIIE

m~ws:

Several weeks ago, I ~·ote a
let.ter to the editor criticizing a
..Point of Information" column
concerning Barry Goldwater and
his defeat on November 3. Since
then, the News, one or two students, and a Mr. Vanderford
have tl'ied to tell me the difference between a paper's editorial
and an individual's news column.
Let me say first of all that I
do know the difference between
an editorial and a column. Secondly, I don't particularly . care
whether "Point of Information"
fs an editorial, a column, or a
recipe for a French dinner. I
disagreed with what Dave Cook
wrote about the ex-Senator (note
this, Mr. Vanderford) from Arizona. This was the point which
I tried to get across.
Mr. Cook has a right to his
&pinion and I have a right to
mine. He expressed his opinion
in his column and I expressed
my opinion in a letter to the
editor. It's too bad that those
who spent all that energy just
to explain to me the difference
bet ween editorials and columns
couldn't understand what I
wanted to say. I disagl'eed with
what Cook wrote about Gold-

water. I hope this letter clears
things up for you people.
As for Mr. Vanderford, I think
he is suffering from an acute
case of Goldwateritis. Mr. Vanderford has all the symptoms:
the inability to accept the truth
when the truth hurts Goldwater;
an unfounded idea that "poor
Barry" was unjustly treated by
the news media; and a stubborn
disbelief that ·Goldwater and his
radical policies were overwhelmingly rejected by the American
people. I suggest to Mr. Vanderford that before he writes another letter to the editor criticizing me (as he probably will) he
should sec a psychiatrist. He
needs help immediately.
Sincerely,
David Thamann,
Class tof '68.
(We m·e glad Mr. Thamann
now understands the difference
between editorials and columns.
We are even gladder that Mr.
Thamann agrees that Mr. Coolc
has a right to his opinion. We are
gladdest of all for all the copy
which Mr. Thamann's original
'l'emarks have inspired. Apparenty it has been a profitable and/
O'I' educational exchange for all
parties concerned.-Ed.)

'Never Seen Such An Attitude'
'1'0 THFJ EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

Miss Romes' suggestion of December 11 that the evening division students be issued student
identification cards is good. I also

'Parents Thankful
ForVernonManor'
'l'O 1'HE EDITOR Oli' TH(' NEWS:

Some weeks back one of our
students used your Letters column to make some rather caustic
remarks about the service given
students and presumably their
parents at the Vernon Manor
Hotel.
A letter which came to my
office recently told quite a different story. The parents of Kent
Walker, '67, remarked that they
wished to express their thanks
for what the Vernon Manor does
tor the parents of Xavier University students. "It's the first
time we have heard of anything
like it and I am sure it is very
much appreciated by all who enjoy (the) hospitality." ·
Since my office has had requests for over two hundred
Vel'!lon Manor guest cards
through the last year, evidently
quite a number of pa1·ents and
friends of Xavier University students enjoy and appreciate very
much the special guest privileges
made available by the hotel. Per•
haps a word of thanks should be
extended to Dr. Link, who makes
all of this possible.
Sincerely yours,
P. H. Ratterman, S ..T.
Dean of Men.

$5,000 Grant Is
Awarded To XU
A grant in the amount of $5000
has been awarded to Xavier Uni•
Yersity by the Frueauff Founda•
tion of New York City, it was
announced this past week. Acco1·ding to university president,
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., the money will be used for
ea pit a 1 improvements on the
Evanston campus.
Current improvements at Xav•
fer include completion of the
rtew University Center, construction of the Husman memol'ial
men's residence hall, and a new
ttJ0,000 volume library.

agree that certain modifications
of the present program would be
fitting.
It is a shame, however, that
Miss Romes saw need to stain a
potentially good a r ti c 1 e with
what appeared to be "filler" at
its weakest. I refer to her brief
discussion concerning "the attitude shared by the majority of
the day school students" towards
the evening students. How Miss
Romes could have obtained facts
to precipitate such a statement
eludes me completely,
Being a full-time student for
the past year and a half and
simultaneously an evening student for half a year (an estimated ten percent of the evening
students are full-time students),
I have never seen such an attitude displayed in any way in
either division, and I am quite
confident it does not exist at all.
Miss Romes should take care
lest she give rise to a feeling of
inferiority and resentment based
on a false assumption.
Sincerely,
Brendan Ryan, '67

'Pastor Shocked'
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

Well, I really must say! I'm
almost shocked by the action of
your institution. To think that a
university which tu r n s away
Southern Governors one year because they are immoral, can turn
around the next year and accept
as a gift a statue of a hero of
a book that is on the Index. It's
almost disgusting to think of.
You certainly need a serious
talking fol
Sincerely,
Pastor Manders,

'Sail On, News!'
TO THE EJ>ITOR OF THE NEWS:

The Xavier Sailing Club wishes
to thank you for your publicity
for the "Draught Party" of November 21, 1964. The publicity
which you gave the party on
such short notice is a good sign
of a great student newspaper.
Keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
Ronald G. Darragh,
Acting Secretary.

Pqe Thr"

'Vanderford Letter Was Venture In Superfluity'
TO THE EDITOR Oli' THE NEWS:

I ~st want to add my voice to
the recent discussion on your
"Letters to the Editor" page concerning a "Point of Information"
column by your managing editor
David Cook. The colunm, about
Senator Barry Goldwater, appeared soon after the election; it
was subsequentiy attacked in a
letter by David Thamann, and
was defended in a letter in the
following week's edition by Mr.
Samuel Vanderford.
While I enjoyed and agreed
with most of Mr. Cook's column,
and also agreed with what Mr.
Vanderford had to say, I also
thought his to-the-rescue defense
was actually unnecessary: "Point
of Information" didn't need a
defense, and Mr. Thamann's letter quite thoroughly defeated
itself. To d e fen d Mr. Cock
against what Mr. Thamann said
about his column was just a venture in superfluity.
In the first place, it is obvious
that Mr. Thamann did not read
the column very well-or didn't
very well understand it. This
point was even more clearly
manifest in his letter than his
ignorance of journalism, about
which so much has already been
said that I will simply pass over
it here.
But the important point is
that Mr. Cook's column was an
articulate and intelligent expression of political opinion of a controversial nature; thus by its
very nature-and I am sure that
Cook realized this when he wrote
it - there will be people who
will agree with it and there will
be people who will disagree with
lt. Mr. Thamann obviously dis-

Summer Jobs Are
Open All Over U.S.
There are 40,000 new summer
j obs available throughout the
United States in 1965.
Students can begin their sum·
mer plans dul'ing Christmas vacation from information contained in the 1965 "Summer Employment Direcory" just off the
press!
The outlook for 1965 is bright!
There are more jobs than last
summer. The pay is up $50 to
$100 in many cases, particularly
at summer camps. Employers,
however, are asking more often
for workers who are at least 18
years of age and experienced.
Summer camps. resorts, national parks, and business firms
offer the greatest number of jobs.
The greatest increase is found
with direct selling companies
offering products from cookware
and cosmetics to shoes and madeto-measure shirts; national parks,
which are feeling the surge of
more vacationers; and, employment agencies - many of which
do not charge a fee fo1· placement.
Students are also needed at
summer theatres, ranches, restaurants, g o v e r n m e n t , and
amusement parks, to mention a
few.
Name and address of employers, positions open, and details
on how to apply are contained
in the 1965 "Summer Employ•
ment Directory." Students wish·ing summer work app~y directly
to the employers who are include<;l in the Directory at their
own request.
Ask for "Summer Employment
Directory" at the bookstore or
send $3 (special college student
price) to Na t i on al Directory
Service, Box 32065, Cincinnati,
Ohio,

agrees with it: but it is equally
obvious, unfortunately for those
on Mr. Thamann's "side" (as it
were), that his disagreement was
presented far less intelligently,
far less rationally, than Mr. Cook
presented his opinion.

"distort,'' "color," "sneaky and
suggestive," "unforgiveable,"
"biased" . . . I am proud to say
that I have cnrefully read and
re-read Mr. Coe.k's column and
I find no such saturation with
ungentlemanly language.

In fact, I think it is particularly interesting to note that
these two articles, Tlrnmann's
and Cook's rather parallel the
manner of the two principals,
Johnson and Golrfwater, during
the campaign itself. Thamann's
lettet· is liberally (no pun intended) sprinkled with such
words as "revolting," "unfair,"
"revolting," "revolting" again,
"rubbish" (and in capitals!) "unfair" a g a in, "one-sided and
nauseating tr i p e," "audacity,"
"idiotic,' "ridiculOlll'." "in very
bad and in very poor taste,"

Just enc more point which Mr.
Vanderford surprismgly failed to
note: despite the question marks
which Mr. Thamann u:-cd &round
the words "pcor Barry," a careful investigation shows that Mr.
Cook at no time used that phrase
in his column. I wonder if, besides journalism, Mr. Thamann
is also ignorant of some of the
basic principles of English grammar.
Yours truly,
George F. P~·ke
University of Cincinnati

Priest Says Birth Control
'Normal' In Marriages
"Birth control,'' said Rev. Raymond H. Potvin, "must be looked
at in its proper context, and that
is family planning;"
Father Potvin, professor of
sociology at the Catholic University of Amel'ica, m a d e the
statement at a rece~t Communion
breakfast held at the Washington, D. C. university.
ACCORDING to Father Potvin,
the Christian conscience is faced
with three issues: size of the
family, the role of sex in marital
life, and methods of birth control.

"Family size is a moral issue,
and part of the Christian conscience because it affects the social or d e r and the marriage
order."
He further s t a f e d, "desired
family size controlled by the use
and effectiveness of birth control
methods."
Over-population was of chief
concern to the Washington priest
as he pointed out the fact that
"according to statistics, by 1990
there will be 70 million childbearing women in the United
States." Father Potvin based his
concern over these figures on the
fact that other figures given are
not based on, 01· do net consider,
the fertilty aspect.
HE WENT ON to point out
that basic material needs such as
housing, education and sanitation
rise with the growth in population. "These needs result in an
increase in taxes, and strains on
the organization of society."
"The issue at stnke is not material comfort," Father suggested,
"but rather than the common
good calls fo1· a social order in
which each individual is given
an opportunity to attain his perfection."
IT IS NOT a solution "to leave
everything in the hands of God,"
explained Father Potvin. "Family planning. is not a cessation ot
God's providences, but a prac•
tical way of manifesting trust in
Him. Failure to use pr u d en t
means is a rejection of reason
and faith in God."

Father Potvin went on to state
that "birth regulation ls a normal part of the task ~I a married
couple." However, he quickly
pointed out that the reasons wily
birth control sl1ould be employed
must be considered.
As for the prcse11t means of
birth control permitted by the
Roman Catholic Church, rtamcly
the rl1ytbm method, Potvin declared,· "compared with o t h e r
birth limHinr factors. especlall~

with the 'pill' and new interuteral devices, rhythm still lags
behind."

This lag, however, "depends
often on whether a couple has
reached the family size they pre•
fer. Usually after the last child
desired, the effectiveness of the
method inc1·eases."
"But no matter how effective,
rhythm still requires abstinence
which creates strains that affect
the family stability. On the other
hand, this problem cannot be
rationalized by saying rh~·thm is
ineffective," he concluded.

Driver Cited After
Car Skids Into Pole
Eugene E. Rooney, 21, a senior,
was treated at Bethesda Hospital
last Friday for severe forehead
lacerations suffered when the car
in which he was a passenger
struck an iron utility pole at 1511
Dana Ave.
Rooney, 3719 Reading Rd., was
riding in a car ddven by junior
Thomas R. Quinlan, 20, of Brock•
man Hall.
Traffic Bureau investigaton
reported that Quinlan lost control of the vehicle on the wet
pavement. He was cited for reek·
less driving,

00111-pah-pab!
Mr. Eugene Blee, first trumpet
player in the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, held an in•
struction clinic last Tuesday at
Xavier for members of local higb
school bands.

Mi·. Blee stressed in his talk
the general qualities of fine mu•
sicianship, He also gave practical hints on brass playing tG
the many trumpeters and trom•
bonists in the audience. He then
played two selections for trumpet
to illush·ate his points.
Mr. Blee holds both bachelor'w
and · friasfor's ·degt·ec3 in mu!fc•
ologr. irom ·. the Cincinnati Col·
legc-Conservatory of Music. This
clinic, · spons01·ed by the Xavi.er
Band,· was intended as the tb-st
in a ·series· of music clinics ior
higli school sfocient.s.
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KENT ST. VISIT MUSKIES TOMORROW
.:Xavier Shakes Off Injuries
For All-College Tourney
J\ent State's Golden Flashes streak into Cincinnati
Saturday night to play against a Xavier team, i·eeling from
an unsuccessful road tr·ip last weekend.
Coach Bob Doll's charges have a ll9-80 victory O\'er
Wayne State and a i3-69 defeat at the hands of St. Bonaventure which comprise their 1-1 record going into this
week.
Norm Curry, a six-five center,
and Doug Sims. a forward standh1g six-seven, have carried the
big load for the Flashes so far.
Curry has registered 21 points
and 10 rebounds per game, while

hitting on 63% of his field goal
efforts. Sims, meanwhile, has
tallied 20.5 points ancl 10.5 rebounds per game.
Rounding out the starting lineup for the Flashes will be f'orw;1rd Don seanor, who is averaging J!J.O points per contest,
guanl Wilson Graham, who besides averaging 10.5 points per
game is also averaging five steals
per contest, and guard John
Schick, -the playmriker, who averages just 5.5 points per game.
Xavier is still attempting te
•hake off &he injury bu&', which
llas plagued them in all sports
this year. Last weekend, "'it.h
Bryan Williams out, partly due
te a sore shoulder, John Stasio
eame up with a back Injury in
the Canisius game and did not
even dres.'l for the Detroit game.
Williams was forced in&o action
and picked up 42 points in the
f·wo games, but he ls obviously
not in top form.

Gridders Pick
All-Opponents
Bowling Green, who compiled
brilliant 9-1 season record, was
selected as the Best Team Faced
by the 1964 Xavier University
football team, and halfback Al
Nelson of the University of Cincinnati was chosen as the Best
Playel' Faced.
Nelson edged out teammate
Brig Owens, quarterback, for the
llest Player 11ward.
Bowling Green won the Mic1American Conference losing only
to Ohio University,
All-American tackle Al Atkin11on of Villanova was the onty
vther player polling votes in t.he
:Best Player ballot.ing.
Eight of the ten tenms the
Musketeers faced are represt!nt.- ·
ed on the 1964 Xavier all-Opponent team.
The All-Opponent team:
ll

FIRST 'I'EAM
Player-School
Pos.
Tanara, Chattanooga , , , , . , . , . E
Dm·na, Ohio U ........... , .. , . E
Atkinson, \'illanova , , , .•..... T
1'aylor, Cincinnati .. , , , , ... , .. T
Strollonia, Villano,;a , , . , ..... G
Sorrell, Chattanooga , , . , . , , .. G
Huffman, QuanUco ........... C
.Owens, Cincinnati , , . , . , .... QB
Nelson, Cincinnati . , ........ llB
Cunningham, Bawling Gr'n .. HB
Kozar, Miami (0.) .......... FB

SECOSD TEA:~I
Player-School
1'011.
Rivers, Bowling Green , , ...•. E
Van Singe I, Quantico , , , ... , .. E
Frick, Ohio U ......••........ T
·Mass, Detroit ...... , ......... 'l'
·cohen, Miami (0.) • , ....••... G
Elzey, Detroit ................ G
Rossi, Detroit , .... , , •..• , .•.. C
Connell, Villanova •... , , .... QB
Peddie, Miami (0.) , ..••• , .. HB
Bi'8ko, Dayton •..•••••••••. HB
Mell, Dayton .•.• , ••• , •••••. Fii

Steve Thomas has apparently
recovered well from the sprained
<rnkle he suffered two weeks ago
in practice. Steve's 115 points in
the four collegiate games to date

give him a 28.8 average Ior the
senson.

X<wier. with 380 team points
in the four contests, now spo1·ts
<1 95.0 points per game average.
With all the running teams on
this .Yenr's schedule. this Muskie
team 1<tancls a chance to break
the all-time Xavier scoring recorcl of 89.6 points pe1· game set
by last year's team.
Coach Don Ruberg brings his
team home il·gain on Januar~· 4
for t.he first of the home-andhome series against the Universit.y ol Dayton.

Ben Cooper - Best Six-Four Player in America?
Ben Cooper. Xavier's six-four center, can lay claim to this distinction after outplaying two All-American candidates .in the first two weeks of basketball competition.
:Ben out-scored and out-rebounded Villanova's .Jim Washington, 17-12 a.nd 14-9, resp~c
tjvely and did the same to Detroit's Do1·ie Mul'l'ay, 24-13 and 13-11.

Muskies Hit 195 Points In Two Games, But Lose
Xavier Musketeers did a lot
of scoring last weekend but could
not put together enough points
to manage a victory against either Ci!nisius and Detroit on the
first extended road trip of the
seuson.
Canisius's .Griffins pulled an
ltpset on the Musketeers last Saturday night by edging the Xavier
visitors, 91-85. The Griffs's Ancly
Anderson and John Brennan
each hit for 19 points and Dick
McClo1·y added 18 points and 12
i·ebounds to help the hosts to ad''antages in nearly every phase
c•f the game.

Xavier put five men in double
figures, but It was to no a\•ail.
Steve Thomas riddled the nets
for 2'7 peints to take game scoring honors, but It was the second
half effort. by Bryan Wiiiiams
that kept the Musketeers in the
came at all. Bryan was called on
to replace John Stasio who suffered a back injury early In the
aame and he responded by hitUng for 18 points.
lnclutled In this 111-polnt pel'lormance was a. strinc of six
field· goals in a row and a four-

for-four performance from the
free-throw line.
Others breaking into double
figures for the Muskies w e re
center Ben Cooper with 12 points,
:forward Jim Hengehold with 12
also, and forward Jack Wambach
·with 1 l.
University of Detroit was prepaJ'ed to take care of the Muskies
on Monday night and got such a
large lead that the Musketeers
were never able to tea1· it away
frnm them,
With Lou Hyatt and Terl'y
Page leading the way, the Titans
opened up a 51-29 lead on the
Musketeers with 5:51 left in the
first half. Thomas, Williams, and
Cooper took over at that point
and closed the lead down to 64S l by halftime.
ln the first hnlf, Detroit hit on
fi3% of their shots and were
headed by substitute center
Boyce, whose name didn't even
appear in the Titan's basketball
brochure, who contributed 14
points. Hyatt and forward .Tohn
Schramm had 13 each to back up
Boyce,
:Xavier was led by Cooper who

RENT·A·CAR
The cars are the aame!
The price is the
difference!

$

(Same lnsurance Coverage)

24 Hr. Day

eompletely outplayed Detroit's
Dorie 1'1urray with 14 points and
II rebounds, Thomas. Williams,
and Wambach all added 9 apieee
for the Muskies,
Coach Ruberg brought th e
team out to do business in the
second half and they closed the
gap to 73-67 and then to 78-72,
but. could come no closer.
Williams and Thomas each got
11 hot hand for a short time, but
it was never enough to give the
Muskie!! a chance against the
taller Titans.

The Titans ended with a 12.3110 victory t.o set a number of
Detroit scoring records.
Thomas topped Xavier ~oren
with 25 points, closely followed
by Bryan Williams and Ben
Cooper with H eaeh, Jim Hensehold with 12 points was the •~n•ir
other Muskie In double fignreH.
Hyatt Jed the Titans with 35.
Page added 27 and Schramm had
20. Pagt> also led all rebounde1•il
with 17, while Schramm had 16,
Boyce had 13 and Xavier's Ben
Coope1· had J 3.

OHIO'S FIRST AND FINEST SI</ RESORT

'·······®fVZo* ~nowTralfg
~lflJ

MANSFIEL.D

NEW Lifts/NEW Slopes/NEW Excitement!
• Two New T• B1r Lifts
• Swiss Barn lod11
• Hall Doublt Chair Litt
• Mot food, B1vera111
• five Electric Rope lows • Beer and Wine
• Snow-Makin& Equipment • Two fireplace Lounaes
• Groomed Slopes
• Daily Ski School Classes
• lighted for Niaht Sklilll • Complete Ski Shop
• National Ski Patrol
• lltntal Skis, Boots, Poles
Just 2 minutes from lnft1efate 71 I. Ohio 13
Write for FREE Fold•r

SNOW TRAILS Siii AREA

P.O. Box 160-Manslield, Ohio

Phone (419) 522·7393

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste ...

Per Mile
*B11y only the 1as
}'OU UH.

Free Pick-Up and Delivery at All Hotel11 and Ab·ports!

Budget Rent-A-Car -Call 241-6134
123 W. 6th St.

•

Lobby Parka&de Garage

French BIB
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Chicago Hosts Latin l\.merican Aid Gro11p

THE SPOR1'ING LIFE
By TERRY WALLACE, News Spurts Editor
Coach Ruberg brings home the
Musketeer basketball team to
face an interesting holiday schedule following two road losses last
weekend. Ruberg's team has had
troubles this year with early
game jitters.
Against Villanova the Musketeers went 2o·points down before
they realized what happened, and
last weekend against Canisius
they fell an irreparable distance,
as they did against Detroit when
they went as far as 22 points behind in the first half.
There is no room for despair,
though. In each game the Muskies have fallen behind in, they
have fought back and closed up
the gap. They are an interesting
team with a lot of fight and drive.
Most important of all is that
they are the kind of team 1hat
t:an beat the University of Cincinnati in what is to each Xavier
:!<1.udent the Army-Navy game of
Cincinnati basketball.
It's very encouraging to see
the job that Ben Cooper is doing
to offset the height disadvantage
that the Musketeers have had to
flvercome this year. Coop is averaging .15.8 points and 11.8 rebounds per game against opponents as much as lour inches
taller t.han he.
Steve Thomas was pressed
very hard at Detroit as the Titans
1·emembered all too well his 50point output in one of last year's
con t es ts. Steve was doubleteamed and heckled all the way,
but still managed to put on one
of his brilliant second-half shooting shows to earn the respect and
lldmiration of the Titan fans.
The holiday schedule reprel!en ts quite a challenge for the
Xavier team. They will find th;it
the Kent State and St. Bonaventure teams are also pretty good
!<hooting teams. Neither team is
fl national power, but neither can
be overlooked. Then, of course,
comes the All-College Touma-

BRENNER'S
PHARMACY
3618

Mont~omery

Road

Next to Shirt Laundry

Pare Fl••

ment at Oklahoma City, which
could put Xavier up against the
country's tallest team, Oklahoma
City College,
Oklahoma City starts a front
line with a center seven feet tall,
and forwards six-ten and sixeight. For a tall te«1m to rebound
against them is a challenge. Xavier will have to run every minute of that game in order to tire
the Chiefs clown enough to win.
In order to get in a game with
Oklahoma City, though, Xavier
must gather its first road win of
t.he year against Louisiana State
in the first round. The o th er
schools in the tournament are
Rice, Brigham Young, DePaul,
Florida State, and Creighton.
Then with the return from
the Christmas vacation come the
important games with the local
rivals-Miami, Dayton, and UC.
This columnist suggests you
keep aware of the activities of
the Muskies during the holiday
season and hopes to see you on
Jan. 4 at the Fieldhouse for the
game against Dayton. Let's get
going to the NIT!!!

BOSTON-The second annual
Catholic Inter - American Cooperation Program conference
will be held in Chicago, Illinois
January 27-29, Richard Cardinal
Cushing, Archbishop of Boston
and chairman of the Latin America Bu re au of the Nnt.ional
Catholic Welfare Conference, announced this past week.

three cardinals and thirty archbishops and bishops will take
part along with American and
Lntin American priests, sisters,
brothers and laymen.
Senator Eur:ene J. McCarthy
of Minnt'sofa. and R. Sargent
Shriver, director of the Peace
Corps and President Johnson's
Poverty Program, will also de·
liver ad1lresses.

observed Jununry 24-30 in o\·er
80 nrchdioccses and dioceses in
the Unitecl States to call atten•
tion to the challenges and oppor•
tunities in Latin America. This
year's theme is "the Church and
Socinl H.evolution in Latin America."

Cardinnl Cushing asked for aetive participation in obsen·ance
The group, better known as
of the week and attendance at
CICOP, was established in l!J63
The CJCOP conference will be the nntional conference '·in I.he
·to "alert U. S. Catholics to the
the nntiom1l highlight of ·the first belief it will prove a very heart··social, economic and religious annual nation-wide ob:-;ervance ening ;ict of solidarity for ou·r
problems racing Latin America. ·of CICOP week, which will be ·Lalin American brothers."
It seeks to develop triendship, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - understnnding and concerted efforts for Ce n tr a I and South
America."

$1.19

Albert Gregor~' Cardinal Me~·
er or Chicago will be host to
the co11fcrence which last year
attracted some 2000 participants.

The Bishop's sub-committee
for Inter-American Cooperntion
includes: Archbishop Pa u I J.
Hallinan of Atlanta. Ga.; Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken, San
Francisco and Bishe>p Coleman
F. Carrol of Minmi, Fln. The
CI COP pro gr ;1 m chnirman is
Bishop Marcos G. McGrath,
C.S.C., of S;intiago cle Veraguas,
Panama.

$1.19

GREGORY'S STEAKS

CINCINNATI, OHIO
124 E. SIXTH STREET
OPEN 11:00 A.M.-7 DAYS A WEEK

CHAR-BROILED

12-oz. - SIRLOIN STEAK - 12-oz.
-OR-

J.-lb.-HALF ClllCKEN-1-lb.
BAKED IDAHO POTATO, GARLIC FRENCH ROLL
CHEF SALAD BOWL
WITH ROQUEFORT OR CHOICE OF DRESSING
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

ALL l'OR $1.19
iC

CARRY-OUT

SERVICE

IT SWIMS
Ford Motor Company's new mili·
1ary truck floats. Air-inflated seals
and internal air pressure keep the
body and mechanical components
.dry. Its water speed is 2.5 mph •.

IT CLIMBS STEPS
Climbing over a 27-inch high step
or negotiating a 60% grade when
folly loaded is no problem for this
Ford vehicle. Proof that it can go
over rough c ro SS·COU ntry terrain.

'If
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THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montr:omery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

• 4-HOUR SERVICE •

*

It is expected that. at least

.;:~

IN FACT,
THE ARMY'S NEW
TRUCK

New England
Hat
l\fanufacturing
Companr,

*

118 Ea&t Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

GOES ALMOST ANYWHERE

·i:arly in 1963, Ford Motor Company received a contract
trom the U.S. Army to design and develop a 5-ton cargo
truck for use in tactical military operations. Before the end
of that year, the first test unit had been designed and built.
This new vehicle, called the XM656 cargo truck, was sent
to the Aberdeen Proving Ground for 40,000 miles of testing
-twice that required for military acceptance. The vehicle
was tested against road conditions that might be found,
anywhere in the world: swamp~ ... loose sand •.. hilly ba~k
-~ountr~ , , , and highways. During the test, tl\e truck earned

a 10,000-lb. payload and, half the time, towed a 13,000-lb. load.'
Outstanding characteristics of the truck's design are its
floatability, improved cross-country mobility, light weight,
reduced need for maintenance and a multi-fuel power plant
that will run on anything from diesel oil to gasoline.
This is only one of many exciting new developments at
Ford Motor Company. From manufacturing to marketing,·
we are finding better ways to do things. Career opportunities
at Ford Motor Company have never been better. Schedule an
interview with our representative to find one just right for you.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH •••

~

MOTOR COMPANY

n. Amtr~H Reid, Dearborn, Michia•
.I

a
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Opinions 1\re Varied On New
Liturgical Reformations

Dick Grupenhoff

. ',

Current and Choice
Daily, from noon till It p.m.,
the voice of Xavier, WCXU radio
station, transmits from the Link
Studios in the basement of Alter
Hall. The physical plant is outfitted in a moderr., rcf1·eshing
decor, and is a welcomed asset
to the campus. The studios o.f
the station have been moved recently from their one-roomed
setting in Albers Hall lo their
new location in the Aller building. The move has been an expen~ive one. and could not have
been pcssible without the generous support of Dr. Joseph Link
of the economics department.
M1·. John Maupin, chairman of

the Communication Arts Department and moderator o( the radio
station, reports that the station
has been going through a trial
period over the past year-trying
new things, throwing out unusable ideas-and hopes that a
new and exciting brnadcasting
format will be ready by this
coming January.
Mr. Maupin points out that
much of the credit for ll)e organizing and revamping of the
station's policy must go to the
officers of the station: Ed Keenan,
station manager; '.rom Muellemnn, assistant manager. and Bill
McGowan, business manager.
He also noted that the move
of the station from its old quartern would have been practically
impossible without the technical
assistance provided by chief engineer, Joe Rice.
Over the p::ist few years many
attacks have been lcvied on the
operations of the station, and
more especially on the limited
range c.f the station. As of this
time the station brondcasts to
only four campus outlets: Brockman Hall, Elet Hall, Marion Hall,
and South Hall.
Undoubtedly, this ad verse
criticism has not been without
some grounds, but one must sit
through an organization meeting
- like I did - to find out the
many and various problems that
confront the st a 1 f . Technical
problems are constantly a source
of worry, for instance. Mo1·eover,
the station is limited to broad·
casting only on the campus in
accordance with its FCC ar•

,·

\

By Richard Watkins
News Reporler

rangemenl, Mr. Maupin points
Xavier students and faculty
out.
seem to like the changes in the
Although progre:;s has seemed
liturgy. In general, they find that
to some a little slow, Mr. Maupin
recent modifications "help the
states, a close-up view is much
people to participate" and make
different. In fact, the station has
the Mass as a whole "easier to
come a long way in the past iew
understand.
years. New hor.izons are being
A specific change on which
sought out, and definite plans
there seems to be general agreeare being developed to better
ment is the use of the vernacular.
the programming and to gain
Xavier people like English in
public support which is necestheir Mass and want more of it.
sary to make the station a really
On o t her specific changes,
big contributing force on campus.
however, opinions vary. Some
Some ideas for expansion inlike to sing, for instance; others
clude installation of outlets for
do not. Still others believe singreceiving the station in the Stuing is theoretically good-"it puts
dent Union building which is
you in the mood;" "psychologistill under construction, as well
cally it is a good means ot exas in the projected Husman dorpression"-but they find that the
mitory. Of a more immediate
execution of the songs and the
nature, however, is the hope to
songs themselves leave much to
install broadcasting facilities in
be desired. "We have a long way
the fieldhouse, thereby enabling
to go with the singing. It won't
the campus station to broadcast
be done overnight,'' said one
the home games of Xavier's basmember of the faculty.
ketball team.
Changes in posture at Mass
There have been long range have been erratic. Evening Colplans to install FM facilities in lege students who do not attend
I ._.
the studios with a broadcasting campus Ma s s e s reported that
Make it gay, festive anlf
radius of twelve miles. Mr. Mau- some parishes have changed one
enlighteninf. Tile William Sloane
pin also hopes that the Radio- way, some another, and some not
House YMCA helps you do it with
TV Communication Arts students at all. The reaction of the man•
. special holiday programs.
will be able to use the facilities in-the-pew reflects th-at confuClean, comfort1ble and inexpensive
of the station in thP near future sion. Nevertheless, there is some
eccommodations for men, women and
in order to give these students agreement among Xavierites that
co·ed groups of.all sizes.
the training necessary for theh' standing is more expressive of
1,373 sfngll rooms, $3.lS
:field or study,
to $4.50; 120 double rooms,
· an active role · than sitting or
$4.80 to $5.20.
Station manager Keenan points kneeling.
In the heart of New York and convenient
out that out of the thirty-six
Father Henry Kenney, S.J.,
to everything.
members of the station, sixteea Chairman of the Philosophy deIdeal year.round residence and program
of these are in the Communica- partment, pointed out that John center for men, women and co·ed groups.
tion Arts program, receiving on- Cari·oll University has done away
the-job training.
Write Residence Director for F'older
with knee 1 in g entirely. Les1
One final word might include kneeling, said one day student,
a request to those interested in represents "declining emphasis
the field of mass communicationii on adoration in favor of · emto investigate what the station phasis on participation in a sacri•
3H W11t 34Ut St. (If Ni1tll Aw1.J
has to offer them. It might re- ficial meal."
ltw York, II. Y.· Pll111: OXford 5-1111
quire work, but the experience
If there is any dividing line
(Ona Block Fro• r1nn lit•tlon)
will more than make up for the of opinion on campus, it is· not
loss.
between student and faculty, or
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•The Paulist Father is a modera 1111
in every sense of the word. He is 1
man of this age, cognizant of the
needs of modern men. He is free from
stifling formalism, is a pioneer in using
contemporary ways to achieve the co~
version of 100 million non-Catholic
Americans. He is a missionary to his
own people - the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfilt
his mission, is encouraged to call upon
his own innate talents to help further
his dedicated goal.

• If the vital spark of serving God
through ma~ has been ignited in you,
why not pursue an investigation of
your life as a priest? The Paulist
Fathers have developed an aptitude
test for the modern man interested in
devoting his life to God. This can be a
vital instrument to help you make the
most important decision of your life.
Write for it today.

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A~·

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th. STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019
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V 011derHaa1· Gets
l'op PR Award
The Public Relations Society
of America announced this past
w0ek that it was awarding its
Presidential Citation for 1964 to
Mr. Edward P. VonderHaar, dircetor of public relations at Xav•
ier University.
The presentation was made at
the group's national conference
in Montreal, Canada in conjunction with the world congress on
public relations.
Vonderffaar was cited for his
service as chairman of the national silver anvil awards com•
petition of the PRSA for the best
public relations prorram of 1963,
He was also named chairman
of the PRSA's committee on ci•
tations and awards for the com•
ing year.
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layman and cleric. It is between
the old and the young. Exceptions make it a faint and undependable boundary, but it seems
that older people are less willing to change. They are not opposed to the theory of change;
rather, they are very much accustomed to the traditional ways
of the liturgy.
One Jesuit remarked this difference in discussing the private
(priest alone) Mass. "Men a few
years ahead of my class still like
the private Mass. But when I
ask men a few years behind me,
they wonder it if makes much
sense."
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Federal Aid To Education High On Joh11son's List Of Moves
By HUGH GARDINER
News Editor-In-Chief
Federal aid to education will
play a major role in building
President Johnson's "Great Society" during the coming year.
Following next month's inauguration, the chief executive will
strive to devote as much time
as possible tow a r d securing
financial help for education from
the federal government on all
levels.
Johnson, former school teacher, said recently that he thinks
"the century in which we live
should henceforth be known as
the 'Century of the Educated
Man,' " and he has shown little
hesitation in calling on the federal government to provide the
money to make this possible.
AS A CONGRESSMAN and a
Senator, Johnson voted for five
of six major federal aid to education acts, including the $50
million Permanent School Lunch
Program (1946), the $300 million
Education Finance Act (1949),
the National Defense Education
Act ( 1958).

The only "no" vote on his
record was against a proposal to
include $1 billion for ~chool construction in the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, but he
favored a similar program in
1960.

Johnson strongly supported the
billion Higher Education Act
and a three year extension and
expansion of the National De:fense Education Act. Both programs were passed by the last
Congress.
The President t e r m e d the
lligher Education Act "the most
significant education bill passed
by Congress in the history of the
Republic . . • • It clearly signals
this nation's determination to
&'Ive all our youth the education
they deserve."
The act calls for a five year
program of federal grants and
loans for the construction of
classrooms, laboratories, and lib·
raries at both public and prh·ate
schools,
The NDEA extension continues
the present program under which
students can obtain long-term
]ow interest loans for college expenses from the government, increases the amount of money
available for the program, raises
the ceiling on the amount any
one student can borrow, and increases the number of students
eligible to participate in the program.
The Johnson Administration
tacitly opposed a plan which
would have permitted parents to
deduct from their income taxes
• certain amount of the expenses
incurred by dependents in college on the grounds that the taxttedit plan would aid most those
who need it least, i.e., those in
the higher income brackets.
The program was killed in the
Senate during the last session.
Johnson's general approach to
education in generi.l and higher
education in particular has been
work towards making it as
universal as possible. He views
1he present progress in education
$1.2

*°

as "a revolution changing the
capnbilities of the common man
-changing what he is. what he
can be, and what his children
after him will be."
THIS HAS BEEN manifested
in adminstration proposals to
pl'ovide federal aid to increase
teacher salaries, to expand and
improve teacher education. to es•
tablish a program of adult edu·
cation, and to provide money for
special educational needs.
1n these last two areas the ad·
ministration has been particu•
1al'ly active. It has asked for and received - from Congress,
bills giving aid to m e d i ca l
schools, providing educational
assistance for the blind, deaf, and
handicapped, and extending financial assistance to the children
of disabled veterans.
Johnson bas a rs o supporte•
measures revamping the armed
forces' ROTC proirrams, and eoatlnuinir the extension of federal
assistance to impacted areas, Under the impacted :areas prorram.
the covernment has riven about
$1 billion In the last four years
to sebool districts containln&' a
high ~rcentage of children of
federal personnel.
The President's anti - poverty
bill - The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 - is said to provide adult basic education programs designed to meet the illiteracy problems of over 11.5
million persons.
The anti - poverty education
measures are Johnson's from
start to finish, Unlike many of
the o th er education measures
passed under his administration,
they were originated by him,
rather than under the Kennedy
administration.

During the past election, the
Democratic national platform
pledged "an expanded program
of public scholarships, guaranteed loans, and work s t u d y
grants." The platform also called
for the exploitation of "new

or the catastrophe o! millions of
young minds deprived of the
fullnes!' of knowledge." He said
that his administration was determined to give "knowledge t•
your children," and men el
learning to your country."

methods of financial aid" for
education.
In a conference last spring, the
President stated that the United
States is at "the turning point
bEtween •,a civilization of unmatched wisdom and excellence,
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How to spend a weekend
in Chicago for $16
JUDY CHAl'MAN

Western College
Oxford, Ohio
says,"Any
student, man

or woman, can

stay at
Chicago's
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend tor
$16.00. Here iS
how I did it.

Fri. P.M.

Dinner at YMCA Hotel Sl.2!
Chicago Symphony
2.50
loo• at Y Hotel
2.95

Sat. AJA.

Breakfast at Y Hotel
Art lnslilute Tour
lunch at Stauffer'•

Sat. PJA.

Nat. Hill. Museum Tour
Dinner at Y Hotel
Sat. nite dance, Y Hotel
Coke date
loom al Y Hotel

..58
fr••

1.45

Frff
J.25
,JS
.'45

2.95

Sun. A.M. Breakfast ot Y Hotel
..5t
Worship at Central Church
Lunch at Y Hotel
1.30
Sun.

,,M.

lack to campus
Total SlS.'41

MEN• WOMEN• FAMILIES

Stay at Chicago's

YMCA HOTEL
826 South Wobash

at the edge of the Loop
1Cctt11•e4tlllu ter 2,000

•
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Write for reser•ati0111 or call 922·3 I U

·ss Dodge Coronet 500
DOCl8E DtVl9ION
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CHRYSLER
MOTilM CORPORATION

DOUBTING THOMAS?
HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?
Christianity has rnore to n"er than hope, it ha~ positive
proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold,
described and is inten~/y personal. Aslc the Religious
Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is
free, non-Denominational, Christian. Martyo W. !bit.

Boa .U, Olea Kidac, N. J. <17"2& (USA). .

Got a second? Lend an ear. Dodge's all inches. Like a lean and hungry look. And
new, hot new Coronet 500 has got an· like a low, low price tag-Coronet c0sts
awful lot going for it (besides your girl). less than any full-size Dodge in years.
For instance: buckets and backup lights, We can't hope to make you a belie /er
full carpeting and a console, spinners with an ad, so we'd like to extend an in•
end a padded dash-all standard equip· vitation-come and see the 1965 Coronet
ment. More? Much I Like an engine 500 at your nearest Dodge dealer's.
lineup that would make any car squeal Bring your girl along ••• it makes for
for joy: 273, 318, 361, 383 or 426 cubic a cheap date.
1

Pare Elrb&
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'Poor Quality Of Meditation Characterizes Our Time.
and to lead them to the perfect good. To charge that
n1e11 have Jost their hlsle for the good is as pointless
as saying that they have lost their essence. The face of
the Church ls turned towards all and beckons all. How
does that cou11tenance look to one who easily decides
&hat we live i11 post-Christian Umes?

.

.

A look at history aids in answering this question
by providing material for a contrast. Communion is
an apolitical doctrine, Christianity a supra-political
doctrine. Yet one is and the other was a reservoir nourishing at a radical level the political order. The recognition of subjective rights is not a novelty; according
to a tradition of reason, these rights relate to an objective order and ultimately to Being who is not the
human subject. Now in the Western world, as the claims
of transcendental knowlcqge are denied or distorted,
the rights of man are rationalized by a narrow and
specialized
objectivalion of the human subject himself.
,
AF.TER THE 1'"AJ,L o[ the Roman empire, the Church
provided the grnuncl:; for at least a rough civility. Its
doctrine, way of life. and material needs all in their
diverse ways shaped and gave color lo the historical
scene. T11C Church offered the test of good citizenship;
mollified the sting of a sharply hierarchical society;
p.rnvidecl the pttcrn for a degree o[ social mobility;
fo~lercd construction, the arts and crafts, music and
song. The Church had the poetry, the rhetoric, the
drnmatic pageantry, and created the leisure to enjoy
them. Anyone who recalls even a meager acquaintance
with the Middle Ages knows what volumes could be
iilled exploiting in detail what is here suggested, and
then only in some ca legories. 'fhe extinction of the
Ch·.:rch at any time during the Middle Ages would have
entailed the destruction of a civilization. Undoubtedly,
the Church was in need of reforms, and undoubtedly,
too. no amount o[ research could entrance many of us
inl~ regretting that we did not live in those times.
What importance would the demise of the Church have

challenge, he will manage to have the requil'ed physical
instruments."
I believe that the historical drift which dves our
time its familiar tone and which predicts the future

today'? I think the peace and joy of many hearts would
be shattered, but the historical scene would alter very
little. Or maybe it is heller to say that the importance
of the Church is rendered invisible as its influence
works through the hidden skeins of men's consciences.
Of course Chl'istian faith is not disturbed at all, since
we know that the Church communicates grace, which
is the ontological principle of the supernatural life,
As reason is the rule and form of appetite, there is
no radical conflict between law and freedom. God, Who
is the root of all law, is equally the root of all freedom.
Man himself is by a necessity of his nature a free
being. The purpose of law is to direct things to Uleir
proper fullness of being, which for man ties primarilJ
111 his perfection as an intelligent and free person.
Nevertheless, probably every man lias felt tension
when the aspiration for a free life and the demands of
authority seem irreconcilable. A resolution of the tension is SOU!:'ht, often unconsciously and not less often
with poor success. One may throw on: the burden of
law by pursuing a policy of calculated ignorance, or
he may cast otT the burllen of freedom by seeking an
authoritative sanctio11 for his every thought and action •
This is a harsh description of extremes. Both extremes
work in a way, since greater laxity and greater rigidity
do remove a given tension, even though paving the
way for a new one. What is the description of the virtuous mean? I will answer only that the extremes are
nmre f!asily described because they are laden with a
psychological materialism whose ouUlnes are readilJ
discerned.
What concerns me in all this is that the conquest
oi freedom is a work of intelligence, of practical or
directive intelligence, of intelligence functioning to
communicate being.
Thus I am brought back to the distinction I promised and whose awkwardness embarrasses me. Yet it
captures two quite different spirits which animate the
art of direction. And the distinction need not be too
seriously misleading iC it is understood that a superior
rapprochement is not intentionally excluded, What I
have in mind is the ontological communication of being
and the moral communication of being, When things
are dil'ected, they are led into being in some way not
already possessed. The first mode of communication is
called ontological because it stresses the entitative conditions in which freedom of autonomy, of exultation,
develops and which lie pl'imarily anterior to freedom
of choice and personal commitment. The second mode
of communication is called moral because it aims
principally at the free choice by command, exhortation
and threat and offers the conditions of the freedom
of autonomy as the rewards of right choices, industrious and whole-hearted application of means, of peraonal commitment and dedication. Descending to an
almost vulgar clarification, I suggest that proponents
o! the first mode say, "guarantee a man the physical
instruments of cleanliness and we believe he will use
them," whereas, the proponents of the second mode
say, "the individual should be challenged by the ideal
ol cleanliness, and U: be is man enough to accept the

has Its structure from a universal aspiration to acbieve
the freedom of e:xultation. Further I believe that people
everywhere are paying heed and will continue to pay
heed to those who promise autonomy through the
ontological communication of betng. Further I believe
that unless this drift Is Informed by reason, not only in
Its creative or practical function, but more radically by
reason in its re-creative or speculative function, It will
terminate catastrophically in the tyranny of individualism, it making little difterencewhether this ismonarchlal
individualism or majoritarian individualism. Life on this
planet can be miserable; It is very miserable for millions. It ean become more miserable for even more
people. lVe must live miserably in isolation or exultantly In eommunity. Grant that there are tints and
shades: but there is no other relevant spectrum.
To the best of my knowledge, no organization in
history has through the arts of governance, with a success comparable to the Church's led people to regard
the Invisible, who is the most efficacious and most
intimate Presence in the visible, and to proclaim Holy,
Holy, Holy; Glory; Hosannah; Alleluia. This was not
made possible primarily by the Index, the Inquisition,
laws of fast and abstinence, or condemnation of con•
tracpetion and nudism. I do not deride these measures.
T11e fact is that throughout the whole Church there
is a sense of unrest, a feeling that the ecclesiastic's
penchant for the moral communication of being has
veiled the Church's deeper and more natural tendency
to make an ontological communication of being,
I doubt that it is either· possible or desirable that the
Church try to make a contribution such as it did
throughout the Middle Ages. If there has been a progressive realization throughout history •lf the human
person's spiritual prerogatives and of man's rights
grounded in· the spirit to master matter to the extent
allowed by the light, by creative intelligence, and by
good will which emanate fl'om their primordial seat in
subsistent form, then it is only normal that nature be
more capable, less indigent, and also jealous for its own
dynamism. The Church is not bereft of suitable instru•
rr.ents; it has the sacraments, the liturgy, a wisdom.
Above all, only through it does the grace of God come
to man, and grace is a principle so ontological that it
would be better for a man never to have been born
than to refuse it. I believe the Church wants to present
itself to the human race as having an unparalleled
mastery over the ontological communication of being;
I think the same is true of world communism. My faith
leaves me without doubt as to where the truth lies.
The1·e is another truth so paradoxical that its explication would overtax my powers. Let me set it down as
a poetic statement hinting at a truth beyond. It is pos·
sible to be ninety-nine percent wrong, and one hundred
percent right; it is possible to be ninety-nine percent
right and one hundred percent wrong.
I AM SURE that those who have had the patience
to tt·cad their way through this lengthy set of statements so obscurely connected will see that I am a partisan of autonomy, setting it above choice; of the ontological communication of being, setting it over the

-NeT<'s (Ryan) Pl1olr1

Professor Magner
"What must a contributor be?"

'
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moral communication of being. Is this sheet· pa1·tisanship, under the circumstances, a self-defeating pt·efer
ence informed by a prudent inner counsel?
Certainly I do not think so, We claoose so that we
might have unfettered operation in relation to e11ds or
l'Oals. Autonomy widens the scope of mean!> under one'll
eommand to aehieve more ends. This view seems Vl'ry
much in line with our theologleal eonvlctlons about the
aoul's volitional state when it sees God.
Fundamentally, then, the reason for my position
Is the primacy of existence. The freedom of being is
the condition of being's agency. Freedom belongs to
being, because existence makes things to be above the
void, no matter how precariously, and is in them the
01·,iginal activity which is expressed through their essential structure. A superior agent is first of all superior in being, more open to the intimate presence of
the divine a creative activating power; and a superior
agent confers more being, on himself, on other persons,
and on things. The roles of choice and of exhortation
dil'ecled to choice are fot· the creature intermediat·y.
The drift toward freedom means to me that everywhere men want to be unfettered, to live in an environment of ends, to ,Join in cornradship with others
in the work of the ontological communication of being.
This in no way relegates tl1e moralist to an uumou1'ned
past; but calculating, non-meditating juridicatism can
expect to be met with contempt,
I do not believe that any man is a human neuter.
Either we work and contribute, or drag om· feet and
hinder. What must a contributor be? What are his'
characteristics? Without reservation I answer that he
must be a contemplative; he must be a solitary; he
must be benevolent. I think it would not be stretching
beyond the breaking point the allowability, grounded
in the analogicity of being, of ontological translation to
say that these three characteristics in another order
are sinwly good mental hygiene.
EVERY AGENT makes its like, and history disconeertingly reflects the human agents who make it. I
believe that the secret aspiration of the world is to
create a community of solitaries, men who confront one
another in moffi'ents of truth, not conniva~ce; nonindigent men whose appetite is to give and not to devour; men for whom the exercise of the structured
tendencies of things is a cause of joy, not the manifestation of predatory otherness threatening destruction.
What appears to me to be central in all this is charactation, the poor quality of which I affirmed is characte1·istic of our time and whose failure can cripple what
is meditatively sound in the present historical drift.
When I speak of meditation I am not referring
to an activity ol a chosen few, Conscious life Is a
meditation on being; meditation saturates practicality
and is the l'OOd toward which all practicality is directed.
We are revolted by what we cannot bring livingly Into
our meditation - so often the little ldiosyncracies of
our companions. Solitariness cannot stand nonsense;
unfortunately the 1011tary is a corruptible man, and
no11sense can change his solitariness into alienation.
But Joy is the place of the solitary's meditation, and
I can think of no delight generated by another human
io equal that of the companionship of an articulate
contemplative.
An objection is easily envisioned: I do not relate
with scientific accuracy whatever order of supremacy
pertains between love and knowledge. Well, it would be
too much to demand in a short article long since gotten
out of hand. But I will recall that what love loves to
do is to know the beloved, and the beloved above all
wishes to be known. It is a standard complaint that one
is not understood, and this is taken as a failure of love.
The archetypal work of the human being is union
with being in the progressive development of understanding through reasoning. This is the function of a
community of solitaries. The solitariness of men requires community, and community sustained requires
reproduction. Man's sexuality is directed to the appropriation of truth, is necessary in man because he is
the kind of meditator that he is, and in· its exercise is
a sort of meditation on being, Thereupon follow the vileness and transcendental obscenity of sexual abuse which
showers contempt on subsistent form's most magnanimous effort to form matter for vision. The ordinary
life of the Church has exhibited a keen awareness of
the role of sexuality in meditation and has ever sought
to guard what is typically masculine and what is typically feminine. Sexuality in contemplation is held in a
sacred regard, and its privileges in the Mystical Body
are increasingly appreciated and called upon.
I cannot do more in this brief compass than hint
at my own meditation on sex and cannot undertake at
all the parallel remarks that properly should be made,
for the sake of a balanced perspective, on the other
powen of man.
When I speak of the poor quality of contemporary
meditation I am thinking of the causes, contents, and
effects of too large a portion of T.V., sermons, advertising, packaging, architecture, city planning, novels,
movies, political speeches, plastics, moralizing, text
books, newspapers, and newscasting,
A failure In meditation will mean the failure of ibe
historic drift toward the freedom of autonom1.
There are a few dozen other things I would like
to say to university students. My editors (at the moment
of writing, putative) certainly wiJI forbid it. Still, be
solitary, meditate of being lovingly, revere being, and
you will be a maker of places wherein men will dwell
freely and bravel)'.

